Speak the Language of Success with Cincilingua

English Proficiency is Key to Professional Advancement
Cincilingua student Miguel Pellat, an executive
with Elek Moreno Valle Asociados in Mexico,
says his three-week language immersion
experience at Cincilingua’s language institute,
was highly effective. “I feel much more
confident in speaking English, specifically with
financial vocabulary. My course was specially
structured in order to achieve the goals that
I asked for. I am able to speak in a fluent
manner, understanding oral conversations
with native English speakers who usually use
idiomatic expressions.”

“G

lobal business speaks English,” reports the Harvard
Business Review. According to the Review, this
marketplace reality is driven by “competitive pressure,
globalization of tasks and resources, and merger or
acquisition integration across national boundaries.”
As more and more multinational companies mandate
English as the common corporate language, proficiency
will be the power that propels motivated professionals to
positions of leadership in the global marketplace. The ability
to communicate accurately and effectively is of paramount
importance to a successful career.

Cincilingua language institute in Cincinnati,
Ohio, USA, offers a proven pathway to
successful language fluency following a fully
accredited program of customized, one-on-one
total language and cultural immersion with
native speakers.

Cincilingua’s unique Intensive Training Program provides:
 Intensive, personalized lessons built around each
student’s level of knowledge, learning style and goals
 One-on-one instruction with native-speaking teachers
 Total immersion in the language and culture
As reported in the Harvard Business Review, “English is the
fastest-spreading language in human history. Many may feel
at a disadvantage if their English isn’t as good as others’—
team dynamics and performance can suffer. But to survive
and thrive in a global economy, companies must overcome
language barriers—and English will almost always be the
common ground.”

On completing their course of study:
 97% of Cincilingua’s students surveyed reported the
immersion methods used were successful; and,
 98% said, given the opportunity, they would return to
continue their studies with Cincilingua.
Business leaders, executives and professionals have
improved their language skills through Cincilingua’s
Intensive Training Program. Call us to learn more:

The Language Training Specialists
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